
VidRes - A Video Resolution Switching Utility for Windows 95
VidRes is a free utility that enables you to quickly switch the display resolution of your machine without making the 
change permanent. I hope that its operation is straight forward.

Installation
Copy VidRes.exe to a suitable sub-directory and create a shortcut to it on your desktop.

Use
The default operation of VidRes (invoked without any command line parameters) displays a simple dialog box containing
a list of all the possible display resolutions. VidRes prefaces each item with a display mode number that you can use 
directly with VidRes by passing the mode number as a command line parameter. Items with a marker '¶' indicate that 
Windows can switch directly to that mode without you having to restart your machine. It's these marked modes that you 
are likely to want to use. If you choose to use an unmarked mode, VidRes prompts you that it needs to make the change 
permanent and will ask you to restart your machine.

When you have used VidRes interactively and found the mode numbers you want to use, create desktop shortcuts with the
mode number as a command line parameter so that you can easily switch between the modes you use.

For example I have 2 items:
"E:\vidres\vidres.exe 5" that switches my display to standard VGA mode, and
"E:\vidres\vidres.exe 7" that switched to 1024x768 resolution.

Notes
One minor drawback (or feature) that I have not been able to work around yet is the automatic re-sizing of the desktop 
that takes place. For example, if you have shortcuts placed over a high resolution desktop, and switch to a lower 
resolution, Windows moves the shortcuts to fit the reduced desktop size.

I have limited testing facilities, but on the machines I have tried, it has shown that the display drivers report some 
resolutions that do not seem to really exist (most notably the 640x400 resolutions). When you switch to one of these 
resolutions you are actually switching to a different resolution (640x400 = 640x480).

On a couple of occasions using the VidRes dialog with the keyboard operations it has hung on me. A simple 
Ctrl+Alt+Del has allowed me to end it and continue with no problems. I cannot see any reason for this and can only put it
down to the current beta state of Windows 95 (Build 431). 

I do not know if the API's used in VidRes are specific to Windows 95, they certainly do not exist in Windows NT V3.5. If
anyone has access to Windows NT V3.51 can you let me know if it works there.

Thanks to those of you who joined in with my initial question on this subject - I hope you all find VidRes useful.

If you have any problems, comments or suggestions for improvements, do not hesitate to let me know. Let me know also 
how you use VidRes, it's always interesting to see how people actually use your ideas!
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